
Sail with the Osprey! A luxurious carbon-rigged yacht model 
Dehler 46 competition. It’s dimensions and layout make it 
exceptionally suitable for comfortable sailing in small groups. 
She provides 3 cabins, 5 beds, 2 bathrooms, a fully equipped 
kitchen and a saloon. Not just a charter yacht but a luxurious 
performance cruiser stretching 14 meters.

DO YOU NEED TO KNOW HOW TO SAIL?
No, but it is recommended to be physically and mentally fit. 
You will embark on an active sailing journey and become part 
of the crew under the supervision of a highly experienced 
skipper. You’ll steer the ship, trim the sails, hoist the 
gennaker, take your shifts, and celebrate achievements with 
the crew along the way.

WHAT WILL YOU DO?
You’ll embark from Amsterdam or Enkhuizen on a 5-day journey 
with your friends. The boarding location is decided in advance 
with the skipper. Depending on the conditions and your 
preferences together with the captain you will plan the route.

WHAT WILL YOU EAT?
High quality meals are an essential part of a week on the 
water. There will be healthy food options for all daily meals, 
either on shore or on board where we’ll cook as a crew. Food 
preferences and groceries will be taken care off.

WHAT TO BRING?
A toothbrush, layered clothing and the right boots will go a 
long way. Professional sailing suits and life jackets will be 
provided. The boat is fully equipped, so you don’t need to 
bring a sleeping bag, willows, or towels. A detailed packing 
list will be provided well in advance.
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THE CROSSING

Cross the channel to England and back! During the crossings 
you will get to experience all the excitement of night sailing 
and living aboard for a concecutive 24h. In between we’ll 
visit villages and cities on both the UK and NL shores.

THE GERMAN WADDEN SEA

From Amsterdam straight to Norderney in one go. Enjoy 
sailing on the Northsea and de Dutch and German Wadden 
sea. A unique experience with lots of Islands, tides, 
navigational challenges and of course lovely villages with 
great bars and restaurants all around.

THE NORTH HOLLAND ROUND TRIP

A great mix of sailing at sea as well as the Wadden and 
IJsselmeer. We’ll have time to make many different stops for 
lunch or overnights. Night sailing is not required but an 
option if we are feeling adventurous.

DISCOVERING THE MARKERMEER AND IJSSELMEER

Explore the IJsselmeer and all its Hanseatic and fishing 
villages from departing from Amsterdam or Enkhuizen.  
The trip offers many great places to stay the night and 
explore the Netherlands in a completely new way. The 
thrill of arriving in a new place never gets old!

SELECT ONE OF 

OUR ROUTES 

OR A TAILOR

MADE TRIP

INQUERIES

If you have any questions or if you are looking for a tailor made 
experience please contact us. Together we can discuss options 
and assess whether we can create a customized program. 

CONTACT
www.sailivy.com
jaap@sailivy.com

MEET THE CAPTAIN

You’ll notice that our captains are not just captains. Not only 
are they fully qualified, with thousands of nautical miles and 
ocean crossings under their belt, they also bring extensive 
experience in corporate careers, education, and professional 
sports. For us, this is paramount because it makes the trip 
about so much more than just being on the water. 
A week before departure, you will meet your captain 
in a video call and discuss practical matters like food 
preferences, trip planning, weather conditions, and logistics.

COSTS

A five-day trip starts the morning of the first day and ends 
on the fifth day in the evening. Exact times to be discussed.

The costs for a trip are € 1.650,- inc VAT per person 
and include meals and non-alcoholic drinks on board, 
harbor fees, diesel, bedding, blankets and towels.


